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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel lightweight thumbnail container-based summarization
(LTC-SUM) framework for full feature-length videos. This framework generates a personalized keyshot
summary for concurrent users by using the computational resource of the end-user device. State-of-the-art
methods that acquire and process entire video data to generate video summaries are highly computationally
intensive. In this regard, the proposed LTC-SUM method uses lightweight thumbnails to handle the
complex process of detecting events. This significantly reduces computational complexity and improves
communication and storage efficiency by resolving computational and privacy bottlenecks in resource-
constrained end-user devices. These improvements were achieved by designing a lightweight 2D CNN
model to extract features from thumbnails, which helped select and retrieve only a handful of specific
segments. Extensive quantitative experiments on a set of full 18 feature-length videos (approximately 32.9 h
in duration) showed that the proposed method is significantly computationally efficient than state-of-the-
art methods on the same end-user device configurations. Joint qualitative assessments of the results of
56 participants showed that participants gave higher ratings to the summaries generated using the proposed
method. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in designing a fully client-driven personalized
keyshot video summarization framework using thumbnail containers for feature-length videos. Our code and
trained models are publicly available at https://github.com/iamgmujtaba/LTC-SUM.

17 INDEX TERMS Client-driven, personalized media, video summarization, thumbnail containers, 2D CNN.

I. INTRODUCTION18

In recent years, we have witnessed an exceptional growth in19

multimedia content, with a significant proportion of multime-20

dia content comprised of videos. This growth trend is believed21

to continue in the future at even higher rates mainly because22

of two factors: (i) a steady increase in users’ engagement with23

smart and computationally powerful video recording devices,24

and (ii) the widespread use of social media networks and25

video sharing platforms as a means of communication for bil-26

lions of users [1]. This tremendous growth has increased the27

demand for technologies that enable users to quickly browse28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Dian Tjondronegoro .

through vast and ever-growing videos and retrieve the con- 29

tent of their interest. The development of autonomous video 30

summarizing techniques is one way to achieve these goals. 31

These techniques produce a short version of a full-length 32

video that conveys meaningful segments. Accordingly, view- 33

ers can quickly obtain an overview of the entire story without 34

watching the full-length video. For instance, a 90-min video 35

of a soccer match can be summarized in a few minutes, 36

highlighting meaningful events such as free kicks and penalty 37

shootouts. 38

Over the last few decades, several approaches have been 39

proposed to automate video summarization. In general, these 40

techniques fall into two categories: keyframes [2], [3], [4], [5] 41

and keyshots [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Keyframes are 42
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual diagram of proposed LTC-SUM framework using
2D CNN. It can generate distinct video summaries concurrently according
to user preferences.

also known as static stories, representative frames, or static43

image summaries; in contrast, keyshots can be referred to as44

video skims, dynamic storyboards, or dynamic image sum-45

maries. The keyframe-based method selects a small number46

of image sequences from the original video, which presents47

an approximate visual representation. The keyshots consisted48

of typical continuous video segments of the full-length video49

that were shorter than the original video. The keyframe can50

be obtained from the keyshot summary in some cases [7].51

In general, keyframe-based summaries are lighter in size than52

keyshot-based summaries. However, this gain is achieved53

at the cost of neglecting valuable information during the54

summarization process. For example, obtaining the context of55

the previous frame in a keyframe-based summary is challeng-56

ing. In addition, it lacks the original sound. Consequently,57

keyshot-based video summarization methods are predomi-58

nantly selected to overcome these challenges.59

Keyshot-based video summarization methods are used to60

produce subsets for short-form videos (i.e., user-generated61

TikToks and news) or long-form videos (i.e., feature-length62

films and soccer matches). Generally, the lengths of short-63

and long-form videos are lesser andmore than 10min, respec-64

tively [13]. As the playback duration of short-form videos is65

already very concise, it is impractical and may be ineffective66

in generating keyshot-based subsets for such videos. More-67

over, the playback duration for long-form videos can exceed68

90 min, specifically for movies or sports videos. Keyshot-69

based summary methods are more practical and effective for70

such video categories to provide a quick glimpse to users.71

Computational Bottleneck: Each video contains a variety72

of information such as character appearance, motion, interac-73

tions between objects, events, and scenes. Considering a 1-h74

long-form video at 25 frames per second (FPS), it comprises75

thousands of frames. Existing approaches require extensive76

computational resources to properly process the entire video77

data (i.e., the frames) [7], [8], [9], [12]. If the video has an78

overly high definition, the demand for computing resources79

will increase. Deep learning-based methods also require seg-80

mented processing of long-form videos, further increasing81

the number of processing steps and computational com-82

plexity [2]. Thus, these types of approaches may not be83

suitable for resource-constrained devices, as the device must84

process all frames, which increases the overall computational 85

time. Considering that computational resources are limited, 86

lightweight keyshot-based summarization methods for the 87

long-form are lacking. 88

Privacy Bottleneck: Video summarization is a daunt- 89

ing task because of its subjectivity. This is because every 90

user has different preferences, even for similar video con- 91

tent. The personalized video summarization method pro- 92

vides precise solutions to this problem [14]. The algorithm 93

is aimed at generating customized content for every user 94

according to their interests. However, personalized video 95

summaries with optimal lengths for new long-form videos 96

(e.g., sports matches) are not immediately available. With 97

current approaches [2], [3], generating personalized sum- 98

maries in real time requires enormous computational 99

resources to process user preference data and video content. 100

Centralized dedicated servers can provide real-time, person- 101

alized video summaries. However, server-based personalized 102

solutions would require the server to have access to users’ 103

preference data along with video content, which could lead 104

to users’ privacy concerns. 105

In the context of computational and privacy bottlenecks, 106

we propose a client-driven approach to create personalized 107

keyshot video summaries on resource-constrained devices. 108

A. OUR CONTRIBUTION 109

This paper proposes a novel client-driven framework called 110

LTC-SUM that uses lightweight thumbnail containers in 111

the summarization process. It handles the complex process 112

of detecting personalized events (such as penalty shoot-out 113

in soccer videos) from lightweight thumbnails. This makes 114

the proposed approach computationally efficient because the 115

entire video is not processed. In addition, the technique is 116

efficient in terms of communication (between the server and 117

the client) and storage requirements, as the entire video does 118

not need to be transmitted over the network and stored. 119

Contrary to previous keyshot-based methods [6], [7], [8], [9], 120

[10], [11], [12], this study was aimed at generating subsets 121

for long-form videos such as movies and documentaries. The 122

proposed approach is a fully client-driven application that 123

can generate distinct video summaries separately for concur- 124

rent users according to their interests (see Figure 1 for an 125

example). The main contributions of this study are summa- 126

rized as follows: 127

• A novel thumbnail-based client-driven framework is 128

proposed to generate keyshot video summaries accord- 129

ing to user preference. The proposed LTC-SUM frame- 130

work aims to resolve the bottlenecks of computation 131

resources and user privacy. 132

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 133

to develop a complete client-driven technique for cre- 134

ating personalized video summaries using thumbnail 135

containers. 136

• A lightweight two-dimensional convolutional neural 137

network (2D CNN) model was designed to identify per- 138

sonalized events from thumbnails. 139
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• Quantitative and qualitative evaluations were conducted140

on full long-form eighteen videos (approximately 32.9 h141

in duration). Extensive quantitative experiments showed142

that the proposed method is more computationally effi-143

cient than the SoA baseline methods for the same client144

device configurations (Section IV-C). The qualitative145

evaluations were conducted with the collaboration of146

56 participants (Section IV-D).147

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.148

Section II provides a summary of related work. Section III149

discusses the proposed lightweight client-driven personalized150

video summarization approach. A detailed implementation of151

the video summarization framework along with the exper-152

imental results and discussion is presented in Section IV.153

Finally, Section V summarizes the paper and provides con-154

cluding remarks.155

B. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS156

The following definitions are used throughout this paper:157

• Segment (Seg): A video is a combination of sequences158

of distinct segments Seg (or chunks), where the duration159

of each segment is a few seconds.160

• Frame: The video consists of a sequence of individual161

moving images, each of which is called a frame.162

• Event/Action: Event/action corresponds to certain163

types of activity, such as penalty shoot-out in a soccer164

match or horse-riding in western movies.165

• Thumbnail container (ThuCon): Thumbnail container166

ThuCon is a collection of thumbnails extracted from the167

video. The sequence of all ThuCon covers the entire168

video length.169

• Thumbnail (Thum): Thumbnail Thum is obtained from170

the video frame. A single ThuCon has 25 Thum, which is171

used in the video player to instantaneously preview the172

video.1173

II. RELATED RESEARCH174

This section briefly reviews existing works on keyshot-based175

and personalized video summarization methods. It also176

reviews existing action recognition methods, which are177

important for identifying personalized events from thumb-178

nails in our proposed method.179

A. KEYSHOT BASED SUMMARIZATION180

The main idea of video summarization is to generate a181

short version of the original video. Video summarization182

techniques are divided into two categories i) keyframes [2],183

[3], [4], [5] and ii) keyshots [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],184

[12]. The keyframe summarization methods generate a quick185

glimpse of the video as a set of images, however a signif-186

icant amount of valuable information is omitted. Keyshot187

summarization methods attempt to overcome this challenge188

and provide more informative summaries in video form.189

1The number of Thum in a ThuCon can be varied. However, the number
of Thums was fixed to 25 in this study, based on our study on web-based
YouTube player.

Wang et al. [6] proposed a web-based event-driven video 190

summarization method using tag localization and keyshot 191

mining. Initially, the tags associated with each video are 192

localized and included in its shots, and the relevance of the 193

shots for the event query is estimated. A set of keyshots 194

is then classified from the shots by performing near dupli- 195

cate keyframe detection. Song et al. [7] used an aesthetic 196

measurement to detect the segmentation point changes 197

from a video. They used the K-nearest neighbor algorithm 198

for clustering to remove redundant frames. A sequential 199

decision-making method for a video summarization task was 200

proposed in [8]. The deep summarization network (DSN) 201

was designed to obtain the probability and selection of every 202

frame in the video. Fajtl et al. [9] proposed a summarization 203

method using a soft self-attention mechanism with two fully 204

connected layers, with a sequence-to-sequence network. The 205

network is used to process the CNN features of video frames 206

and compute the frame-level importance scores. Later, this 207

information was utilized in the relevant segment selection 208

process from the video. A deep side semantic embedding 209

(DSSE) model that leverages queries as a side information 210

method is proposed in [10]. The DSSE architecture consists 211

of two subnetworks, each with a unimodal autoencoder. One 212

DSSE autoencoder encoded the video frames as input, and 213

the other encoded the side information of the textual infor- 214

mation associated with the video. The keyshot summary is 215

generated by minimizing the distance between the selected 216

video frame and side semantic information in the latent 217

subspace. The importance of the sequence of video frames 218

is measured using the proposed supervised-based encoder- 219

decoder network [11]. This information is used to generate a 220

series of keyshots containing humans as output. The encoder 221

uses a bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) net- 222

work to encode contextual information between the input 223

video frames. The decoder uses two attention-based LSTM 224

networks. The encoder-decoder model is used to convert 225

the frame-level importance score into a shot-level score in 226

the summarization process. Recently, another summarization 227

approach was proposed using a generative adversarial net- 228

work (GAN) [12]. An embedded actor-critic with a GAN 229

model is designed to select the most important frames from 230

the video. Subsequently, the selected frames were combined 231

to generate a video summary. 232

B. PERSONALIZED VIDEO SUMMARIZATION 233

Although the above-mentioned keyshot summarization tech- 234

niques are valuable, they miss an influential element in the 235

summarization process; that is user preferences. The per- 236

sonalized summarization techniques utilize preference-based 237

events, shots, and features to create personalized summaries 238

that correspond to users’ interests. Wei et al. [15] proposed a 239

personalization method that adapted video content based on 240

both client devices’ resource constraints and user-provided 241

keywords. In [16], long-form first-person tourist videos and 242

user preferences were analyzed as input, and a subset of 243

the video was returned as output. For each video, shot 244
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TABLE 1. Comparison of proposed framework with existing well-known video summarization methods.

boundaries were detected using clustering and personal-245

ized saliency calculated by comparing the video segment246

to the user profile preferences and visual attention score.247

Li et al. [17] used short- and long-term audio-visual tem-248

poral features to detect substories from movies. The length249

of the generated summary was adjusted according to user250

preference. The technique proposed in [18] allowed users251

to select content, type of shots, and summary length in the252

personalized movie summarization process. However, movie253

content and user preferences are equated at the feature stage254

instead of at the semantic level. The emotions of viewers255

and their attention are used to create summaries in [19].256

The viewer’s mood is identified with the help of different257

facial expressions such as blinking, head, and eye movements258

observed while the viewer is watching a video. A summariza-259

tion technique that relies on user-generated comments was260

proposed in [20]. They used real-time comments from the261

movie created by the audience on different timestamps. The262

number of comments showed the excitement of the audience,263

and the content of the comments provided an idea of the264

current scene. Recently, another method proposed to generate265

personalized content using an end-to-end automated directing266

system for multi-camera sports broadcasts, driven entirely by267

the semantic understanding of sporting events [21].268

C. ACTION RECOGNITION METHODS FROM VIDEOS269

In the context of the personalized summarization process,270

detecting shots or events from a video according to the user’s271

preferences is a crucial and challenging task. Thus, the detec-272

tion of relevant events from thumbnails is essential in the273

proposed summarization method. Current action recognition274

techniques are used in the proposed method to complete this275

phase. In this context, some prominent SoA-CNN techniques276

were reviewed. CNN models have surpassed conventional277

approaches in recent studies [22], [23], [24], [25]. This is278

because they are more reliable and generalizable for extract-279

ing holistic features compared than are handcrafted. For this,280

variants and extensions of 2D CNNs and three-dimensional281

CNNs (3D CNNs) are applied to pictures. 2D CNNs perform282

only spatial operations on a single image. However, 3DCNNs283

can perform spatial and temporal operations while maintain-284

ing temporal dependencies between input video frames [22].285

In [23], researchers used a 3D CNN with a support vec- 286

tor machine (SVM) and an independent subspace analysis 287

(CNN-ISA) to identify human actions from the video. Sim- 288

ilarly, another variant of a CNN network C3D was used 289

to extract later-fed video features to SVM to identify the 290

action [22]. Unlike previous methods, another CNN-based 291

SoA action recognition method uses two types of streams, 292

namely, the spatial and temporal streams [24], [25]. The video 293

decomposes into spatial (RGB representation) and tempo- 294

ral (optical flow representation) components. Subsequently, 295

video frames were fed into two separate 3D CNNs. 296

The autonomous video summarization process for 297

long-form videos in real-time on a client device is still an open 298

problem. This is mainly because the current summarization 299

techniques use segments [2], or entire video/frames [3], [4], 300

[5], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] data in a process that requires 301

enormous computational resources, as shown in Table 1. 302

However, most modern end-user devices have low computa- 303

tional resources, and processing the entire video or frames 304

takes a significantly long time to generate a summary on 305

the client device. This is not a feasible real-time require- 306

ment. In addition, video summarization methods that require 307

semantic information in the process may require mining and 308

pre-processing steps [10] to obtain useful information, and 309

information may not be publicly available for all videos, 310

such as scripts and subtitles [2]. This further increases the 311

demand for computational resources and processing time. 312

Thus, in this proposed work, lightweight thumbnail contain- 313

ers are used in the summarization process, which makes the 314

computation process, communication, and storage efficient 315

to create a real-time summary on the user end. Consequently, 316

our proposed approach aims to resolve the computational and 317

privacy bottlenecks of the personalized video summarization 318

technique. 319

III. PROPOSED LTC-SUM VIDEO SUMMARIZATION 320

FRAMEWORK 321

A normal video is a combination of continuous moving 322

frames at a rate of 25 FPS. As described in Section II-A, 323

the well-known techniques that process the entire video 324

(i.e., all frames) to generate summaries are not compu- 325

tationally efficient. Intuitively, for any given unit of time 326
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(i.e., one second), there exists a significant amount of327

redundancy in frames [26]. Thus, generating a summary by328

processing all frames is inefficient because unnecessarily329

redundant frames will also be processed, thus wasting a330

significant portion of the limited computational resources.331

Considering that computational resources are limited and332

expensive, it would be desirable to avoid processing frames333

that have a high correlation (i.e., redundant frames). In this334

context, a novel thumbnail-based approach is proposed to335

generate personalized video summaries with the aim of336

reducing the waste of computational resources and reducing337

computation time. The use of lightweight thumbnails instead338

of frames enables us to generate summaries within the limit339

of acceptable computation time for end-user devices such as340

the Nvidia Jetson TX2.2341

Figure 2 illustrates the high-level system architecture of the342

proposed lightweight video summarization framework. The343

system comprises two main parts: the HLS IIS server and344

HLS client. In the following, we explain the configuration345

and role of each component of the proposed framework.346

FIGURE 2. High-level system architecture of the proposed lightweight
video summarization framework.

A. HLS IIS SERVER347

The first component of the system architecture was the348

HLS server. The HLS server was configured locally on349

Microsoft Windows 10 Internet Information Services (IIS).350

This configuration allows multiple heterogeneous devices to351

2Note that the approaches that require the processing of the entire video
can also be deployed on the end-user device, but this will lead to a signifi-
cantly higher computation time. This is discussed in detail in Section IV-C.

FIGURE 3. Orientation of thumbnails on a single thumbnail container
image (left), and the thumbnail usage for instant preview in the client
web-based YouTube video player (right).

concurrently download ThuCon and Seg for a given video 352

from the HLS IIS server. The IIS supports a wide range of 353

network protocols such as HTTP, HTTPS, and FTPS (refer 354

to [27] for the complete list). Initially, by using FFmpeg [28], 355

the entire video is encoded as the H.264/AACMPEG-2 trans- 356

port stream (.ts) segments. The MPEG-2 transport stream is 357

suitable for transmission when there is a potential corruption 358

or loss of data packets [29]. Each Seg consists of approxi- 359

mately a playback portion of 10 seconds of the video, with 360

a continuous timestamp. The text-based playlist file (M3U8) 361

contains a list of Segs according to their playback order. Each 362

bitrate playlist contains URLs pointing to the Seg files. 363

In addition to the Segs, the HLS IIS server also contains 364

ThuCons, which are extracted from the corresponding video 365

using FFmpeg [28]. Each ThuCon has 25 Thums, where a 366

single Thum of a video corresponds to the first frame of each 367

second of the video. Thus, each Thum represents one second 368

of the video, and a single ThuCon represents 25 seconds of 369

the video. The sequence of all the ThuCon covers the entire 370

video length. Based on our study on YouTube web-based 371

player, in this work, the size of each Thum was fixed at 372

160 × 90 (width × height) pixels and ThuCon to 800 × 450 373

(width × height) pixels. Figure 3 illustrates an example of a 374

ThuCon of a documentary received in the client web-based 375

YouTube video player (left), and a Thum previewing a partic- 376

ular duration (right).3 Next, the configuration and the role of 377

the HLS client are discussed. 378

B. HLS CLIENT 379

The purpose of the HLS client is to process video-related 380

information obtained from the HLS IIS server using the 381

end-user computational resources and to locally generate 382

a personalized summary of the corresponding video. For 383

this purpose, a Nvidia Jetson TX2, which has an embedded 384

AI computing device, is configured as an end-user compu- 385

tational resource. It is a GPU-based board with a Nvidia 386

Pascal 256 CUDA core architecture along with a 64-bit hex- 387

core ARMv8 CPU; stacked with a memory of 8 GB, and 388

3The documentary was Take The Ball, Pass The Ball, and it can be
obtained from URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfKls9Eo1ZI.
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59.7 GB/s 128-bit interface of memory data transfer capac-389

ity [30]. The Jetpack 4.3 SDK is used to automate the basic390

installations on Nvidia Jetson TX2, which includes board391

support packages and libraries, especially for deep learn-392

ing and computer vision. The Nvidia Jetson TX2 supports393

several energy profiles and the max-n profile used in the394

proposed approach. The HLS client consists of four major395

components: the persistent HTTP connection to download396

ThuCons and personalized Segs from the HLS IIS server; the397

deep learning-based action recognition model to recognize398

personalized events from thumbnails; the summarizer mod-399

ule to aggregate the different timestamp segments; and the400

web-based HLS video player for the user interface to generate401

a personalized summary.402

1) HTTP PERSISTENT CONNECTION403

During the generation of personalized video summary, the404

client initiates several requests to obtain ThuCons and Seg405

of the corresponding video from the HLS IIS server. For406

this purpose, a cost-effective HTTP 2.0 persistent connection407

was used to download ThuCons and Seg from the HLS IIS408

server. This connection enabled the exchange of numerous409

requests, and it returned data simultaneously in a single410

TCP connection. An open connection is faster for frequent411

data exchanges, as it remains open for HTTP requests and412

responses rather than closing after a single exchange. The413

performance of the persistent connection adaptive streaming414

was evaluated in [31]. Using a persistent connection has415

several advantages; for example, the overall CPU usage and416

round trips are reduced because of fewer new connections and417

TLS handshakes [32].418

2) THUMBNAIL CONTAINERS ANALYZER419

The main task of the thumbnail container analyzer is to420

detect the preferred events from Thums. Then, based on the421

selected Thums, generate a list of personalized Seg and use422

them to produce a personalized summary. For this purpose,423

a lightweight 2D CNN model was designed to detect person-424

alized events from each thumbnail. To detect the personalized425

thumbnail based on the preferred events of the user from each426

Thum with high accuracy, the CNN model must be trained427

using thousands of images, which requires high processing428

GPU power. In this context, transfer learning [33] is useful,429

in which a pre-trained model is used for other purposes.430

This method was applied to train the EfficientNet-B0 [34],431

which was trained on a large-scale ImageNet [35] dataset432

to extract the frame-level spatial features of each thumbnail.433

Compared with other ConvNets, EfficientNet outperforms434

state-of-the-art architectures on ImageNet and has fewer435

parameters and FLOPS [34]. This makes EfficientNet [34]436

a suitable candidate for detecting personalized events from437

lightweight Thums. The backbone of the proposed network438

was based on EfficientNet-B0 [34]. Figure 4 shows the pro-439

posed action recognition model used to process all the Thums440

and detect personalized events. An attentionmodule was used441

to improve the performance of the proposed network [36].442

The attention module is more effective by using multibranch 443

convolution with different dilation rates to aggregate con- 444

textual information. Different dilation rates can effectively 445

improve the receptive field, consequently acquiring multi- 446

level contextual information. The architecture of the vortex 447

pooling used as an attention module is depicted in Figure 5. 448

The proposed 2D CNN model was trained on the 449

UCF101 dataset, which is a well-known action recognition 450

dataset [37]. It consists of 13320 videos taken from YouTube, 451

which are divided into 101 action categories [37]. In the pro- 452

posed approach, data augmentation is applied [38] to reduce 453

overfitting; this method has been proven to be very effective. 454

To train the model using the UCF101 dataset, each video 455

was subsampled down to 40 frames. Before being provided 456

as input to the network, all images were preprocessed by 457

first cropping the center region, and then resizing them to 458

244×244 pixels. A shear transformation was also performed 459

at an angle of 20◦, horizontal and vertical shift of 0.2, random 460

rotation of 10◦, and random horizontal flipping of images. 461

The dataset is split into two subsets: training and testing – 462

as suggested in [37]. The model is trained using a variant of 463

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9, 464

and a learning rate of 0.01 – using the default weight decay 465

value (SGDW) [39]. In the experiments, an early stopping 466

mechanismwas applied in the training processwith a patience 467

of ten epochs. The Keras toolbox was used for deep feature 468

extraction, and a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU was used for 469

implementation. The training data were fed in mini batches 470

with a size of 32 and a learning rate of 0.001 for cost mini- 471

mization, and there were one thousand iterations for learning 472

the sequence patterns in the data. The action recognition accu- 473

racy analysis of the model is presented in Section IV-B. In the 474

following section, the third component of the HLS client is 475

described, which is the segments summarizer module. 476

3) SEGMENTS SUMMARIZER MODULE 477

The purpose of the summarizer on the client is to aggregate 478

all the downloaded personalized Seg into a single continu- 479

ous video stream using FFmpeg [28]. The module is scal- 480

able; however, currently, it only supports continuous stream 481

playback in the proposed approach. Note that there are no 482

restrictions for fixing the length of the generated summary in 483

the proposed architecture. However, as the client downloads 484

all the personalized Seg, a module can be integrated into the 485

system, whichmanages the summary length according to user 486

the preference. The web-based HLS video player is explained 487

in the following section. 488

4) WEB-BASED HLS VIDEO PLAYER 489

The HLS video player provides functionalities for the user 490

to choose the video title and personalized event(s) according 491

to their preference and then play the generated summary. 492

The interface was designed using an open-source HTML5 493

HLS video player [40]. Figure 6 shows HLS IIS server con- 494

taining Segs and ThuCon (left side), web-based HLS video 495

player interface displaying generated summary (right side). 496
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FIGURE 4. Proposed lightweight action recognition model used to analyze personalize events from thumbnails in the video summarization process.
RGB thumbnails are forward propagated through a 2D CNN model to extract features from the fully connected layer.

FIGURE 5. Architecture of attention module in the proposed 2D CNN
model.

FIGURE 6. HLS IIS server containing segments and thumbnail containers
(left side), web-based HLS video player interface displaying generated
summary (right side).

It supports VoD sessions, and media content (e.g., segments497

and playlists) can be assessed in the VoD session on the client498

side. The list of segments in their playback order is stored in a499

text-based M3U8 playlist file. The player can use the M3U8500

playlist to determine the available bitrates and locations of501

the Segs. The data delivery is entirely client-driven, which502

means that the video player can determine when to request 503

each segment from the playlist file in the playback order or 504

with a specific timestamp. In addition, it can shift between 505

different video bitrates during playback. 506

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 507

In this section, we present an extensive experimental inves- 508

tigation of the proposed approach. First, the experimental 509

setup of hardware specifications used in experiments are 510

described. Then, the complete flow of the proposed video 511

summary generation is explained from the user perspective. 512

Then, the accuracy of the proposed action recognition 2D 513

CNN model is presented and compared with those of other 514

well-known approaches. Finally, the performance of the pro- 515

posed LTC-SUM method is compared with baseline video 516

summarization methods along with discussion. 517

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 518

1) HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 519

In the experimental evaluation, the HLS clients and the 520

HLS server were locally configured. Two different types of 521

hardware configurations were used for the HLS client. The 522

high computational resources (HCR) device was run on an 523

open-source Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system with dual 524

quad-core 2.10 GHzXeon processors, GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, 525

and 62 GB RAM. The low computational resources (LCR) 526

device was a Nvidia Jetson TX2. Three distinct experimen- 527

tal setups were configured for the HLS client: (i) the pro- 528

posed LTC-SUM approach was configured on the LCR and 529

(ii) on HCR devices, and (iii) all the baseline approaches 530

were configured only on the HCR device. The HLS IIS server 531

was configured on Windows 10 in all experiments. All hard- 532

ware devices were locally connected to the Sungkyunkwan 533

University network. Table 2 lists the specifications of each 534

hardware device used in the experiments. The entire video 535

TABLE 2. Specifications of hardware devices.
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summarization process using the proposed approach is536

explained in the following subsection.537

2) PROPOSED THUMBNAIL-BASED SUMMARIZATION538

PROCESS539

This section provides the complete flow of the proposed video540

summary generation process from a user perspective. This541

flow is described based on a set of 18 video titles used for542

the experiments. A complete description of the set of videos543

is provided in Table 3. The genres of the cinematographic544

movies and documentaries analyzed wereWestern, sport, and545

action.4 Since a movie/documentary may consist of more546

than one genre, the most dominant genre is considered (i.e.,547

western, sport, or action). Initially, the user selects a video548

title from the list of available video titles using the web549

interface. In the experiments, the user could select a video550

title from among 18 video titles with different playtimes and551

each with the a frame size of 640× 480 pixels.552

Depending on the video genre selected by the user, they553

were asked to choose the recommended event(s) from the list554

of events corresponding to the selected video genre. In the555

experiment, based on the set of videos described in Table 3,556

ten distinct event(s) could be selected from the UCF101557

action categories list. These events are archery, cricket-558

bowling, cricket-shot, horse-race, horse-riding, nunchucks,559

punch, soccer-juggling, soccer-shot, and tai-chi. These events560

were selected and categorized based on the genre of the video561

title. Figure 7 shows sample images of the selected events for562

analyzing the video.563

Once the user selects the preferred event(s), the HLS client564

downloads all the ThuCons of the corresponding video from565

the HLS IIS server. Note that the downloaded ThuCons cover566

the entire length of the video, and a very low bitrate is required567

to transmit all the ThuCons from the server to the client. This568

is because ThuCon tends to be lightweight in terms of size and569

small in number compared with the frames of the same video570

(refer to Table 3 for quick comparisons). After obtaining571

all the ThuCons, the system extracts Thums from ThuCons,572

and the pre-trained 2D CNN model proceeds by analyzing573

all of them based on the preferred event(s) of the user. All574

Thums relevant to the preferred event(s) are listed. Based575

on the shortlisted Thums, the system generates a text-based576

list of detected Thums in chronological order according to577

the Thum number. The list provides temporal information578

about the personalized Segs that need to be used to generate a579

personalized summary of the requested video. The text-based580

list of detected Thums was prepared separately whenever a581

new process started for each video title.582

The system determines the Seg number from the text-based583

list based on the detected personalized Thums, and requests584

to download Segs with different timestamps from the HLS585

IIS server. If a Seg takes too long to download, an586

4The eighteen video titles arbitrarily chosen consisted of three genres
(Western, sport, and action) for the experimental evaluation. However, the
proposed approach is not limited to these titles and can be used for arbitrary
video titles and genres.

FIGURE 7. First six images display sample events for action and western
genre videos: archery, nunchuck, punch, horse-race, and horse-riding. The
last four images display selected events for sports genre movies:
soccer-juggling, soccer-shot, cricket-bowling, and cricket-shot.

alternate bitrate can be selected. Once all Segs are received, 587

the system aggregates them into one continuous video stream 588

using FFmpeg [28], in which a user can watch using the 589

web-based HLS video player interface. The described flow 590

of the proposed thumbnail-based summarization process is 591

illustrated in Figure 8. 592

3) BASELINE APPROACHES 593

In this subsection, the baseline approaches are described 594

for comparison with the proposed thumbnail-based method. 595

As explained in Section II-A, well-known video summariza- 596

tion approaches process every frame of the corresponding 597

video to generate a summary. Thus, some of the prominent 598

SoA techniques were adopted as the baseline approaches in 599

this study. To generate the summary using baseline meth- 600

ods, all videos in Table 3 were stored locally. However, the 601

proposed LTC-SUM approach does not require the videos to 602

be stored locally which brings an additional gain in storage 603

efficiency. The baseline approaches were as follows: 604

• HECATE [7]. It analyzes the aesthetic features from 605

all temporarily extracted frames of the correspond- 606

ing video. This method only supports fixed summary 607

lengths, and a five-minute subset is generated for each 608

video. 609

• DR-DSN [8]. It is trained based on the SumMe 610

dataset [41] using the default parameters. Initially, this 611

method extracts frames from the corresponding video 612

and then analyzes the extracted frames to generate a 613

video summary. Using DR-DSN with default parame- 614

ters, the summarization duration generated for all corre- 615

sponding videos was 22 seconds. 616

• VASNet [9]. Similar to DR-DSN [8], it is trained based 617

on the SumMe dataset [41] using default parameters. 618

First, it extracts frames from the corresponding video 619

and then analyzes extracted frames to generate a subset. 620

For every corresponding video, a 24-second subset is 621

generated using the default parameters of VASNet. 622

• AC-SUM-GAN [12]. Similar to the aforementioned 623

baseline methods [8], [9], it first extracts frames from 624

the corresponding video and then analyzes the extracted 625

frames to generate a subset. It is trained based on the 626

SumMe dataset [41], and it generates at 19-second sum- 627

mary for every corresponding video with the default 628

configuration. 629
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TABLE 3. List of video titles and their details used for analysis in the proposed approach.

FIGURE 8. Schematic overview of the proposed LTC-SUM summarization process.

• FB-SUM. This is the frame-based summarization630

(FB-SUM) baseline method that analyzes every frame631

of the corresponding video during the process. Initially,632

the video frames were extracted using FFmpeg [28] for633

each video. The rest of the summation process followed634

the same steps as the proposed LTC-SUM method.635

As highlighted before, there is a redundancy in frames636

while processing the entire video; thus, processing all frames637

of a video is not computationally efficient as it increases the638

processing time and wastes a significant portion of the lim-639

ited computational resources. To validate the effectiveness,640

the computation time of the baseline approaches were com-641

pared with the proposed LTC-SUM approach in the following642

experiments.643

B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF ACTION644

RECOGNITION DATASETS645

In this subsection, the accuracy of the proposed action recog-646

nition 2D CNN model is evaluated using the benchmark647

action recognition dataset UCF101 [37]. To the best of our648

knowledge, the best thumbnail-based approach was proposed649

in [42], therefore, we compared our results with [42]. The650

proposed model reported the highest validation accuracy of651

77.81% in 36 epochs with 55.74 million flops. The proposed652

method achieved an increase of 4.06% in the validation653

accuracy, increasing from 73.75% [42] to 77.81%, and the 654

training accuracy increased from 91.41% [42] to 96.06%. The 655

work in [42] used InceptionV3, which has 24M parameters; 656

however, EfficientNet-B0 was used as the backbone network 657

in the proposed LTC-SUM method, which has 6.9M param- 658

eters. Comparisons with the other methods are summarized 659

in Table 4. 660

TABLE 4. Comparison of average recognition score of the action
recognition proposed method with other methods.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED 661

LTC-SUM METHOD 662

This subsection compares the performance of the proposed 663

LTC-SUM video summarization method with the baseline 664

schemes described in Section IV-A3. The performance eval- 665

uation experiments used ten different events to analyze the 666
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TABLE 5. The total computation time required in minutes to generate a summary using baseline methods on an HCR device, and the proposed LTC-SUM
method on HCR and LCR devices.

proposed LTC-SUM and baseline approaches. The list of667

events is described in Section IV-A2. All the detected Thums668

for the proposed LTC-SUM method and frames for the669

FB-SUM baseline method are included in the summarization670

process for which the detection accuracy was higher than671

95% for western, 65% for action, 80% for cricket sports, and672

90% for soccer sports videos.5 The threshold of each video673

genre was selected to maintain the length of the summaries.674

The default parameters were used for the remaining baseline675

methods.676

The computation time (in minutes) required to gener-677

ate a video summary using the baseline and the proposed678

approaches were compared in the first experiment, where679

all approaches were configured on the HCR device (refer to680

Table 2 for detailed specifications of the device). The steps681

involved in calculating the computation time are (i) frame682

extraction from the video (FB-SUM baseline) and Thums683

extraction from ThuCons (proposed); (ii) event(s) recogni-684

tion using the lightweight trained 2D CNN model from685

frames (FB-SUMbaseline) and Thums (proposed); (iii) deter-686

mining and downloading Seg; (iv) and finally, aggregate687

Seg into a single continuous video stream. Meanwhile,688

default configurations and steps are used for HECATE [7],689

DR-DSN [8], VASNet [9], and AC-SUM- GAN [12] baseline690

approaches to generate summaries. Compared with the num-691

ber of frames, the number of lightweight thumbnail images692

was significantly smaller (Table 3). Thus, the overall compu-693

tation time of the proposed LTC-SUMmethod is significantly694

lower than that of the FB-SUM baseline approach. Table 5695

shows the computation time in minutes required to generate696

a summary using baseline methods, on the HCR device.697

Extracting frames from the video and using all the extracted698

5The threshold value directly impacts the duration of the generated
summary. If a low threshold is selected, then a lengthy summary will be
generated.

frames to generate a summary are the key factors in increas- 699

ing the overall computation time while using the baseline 700

methods. 701

Because this study focused on generating summaries 702

resource-constrained on client end devices, in the next exper- 703

iment, the proposed LTC-SUM method is configured on the 704

LCR device (i.e., the Nvidia Jetson TX2). Table 6 lists the 705

computation time required in minutes on every step to gen- 706

erate a summary using the FB-SUM baseline method on the 707

HCR device and proposed LTC-SUM method on the HCR 708

and LCR devices. 709

Table 7 depicts the duration of summaries generated auto- 710

matically to detected frames/Thums for the corresponding 711

video using FB-SUM and LTC-SUM methods on the LCR 712

device. From Table 6, it can be observed that the compu- 713

tation time for FB-SUM is significantly higher than that 714

for LTC-SUM. In addition, it can also be observed from 715

Table 5 that even when the proposed technique is imple- 716

mented on the LCR device, the computation time is still 717

significantly shorter than that of FB-SUM and HECATE [7] 718

baseline approaches implemented on the HCR device. 719

Considering that the combined duration of all videos was 720

1,974 min, HECATE [7], DR-DSN [8], VASNet [9], AC- 721

SUM-GAN [12], and FB-SUM baseline approaches took 722

595.789 min, 107.28 min, 105.96 min, 104.34 min and 723

1536.09 min using the computational resources of the HCR 724

device to generate the 18 summaries for each video as shown 725

in Table 5, respectively. Meanwhile, the proposed approach 726

on HCR took 43.82 min to generate the 18 summaries for 727

each video. Thus, based on the analysis of these 18 videos, 728

computationally for the HCR device, on average, the pro- 729

posed approach is 13.59, 2.45, 2.42, and 2.38 times faster 730

than HECATE [7], DR-DSN [8], VASNet [9], and AC-SUM- 731

GAN [12], respectively. The computational resources of the 732

LCR device are very low compared to the HCR device, 733

even when the proposed method is 3.57 HECATE [7]; and 734
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TABLE 6. Computation time required in every step to generate the summary using the FB-SUM method on the HCR device and the proposed LTC-SUM
method on HCR and LCR devices.

the 9.2 FB-SUM method is faster than the baseline735

approaches on the LCR device. In conclusion, these results736

show that the proposed method is computationally efficient737

even for an LCR device.738

Note that the proposed approach is also efficient in terms739

of communication and storage compared to the baseline740

approaches. As in the baseline approaches, the complete741

video needs to be downloaded and stored. In the proposed742

approach, only the ThuCons are downloaded and stored.743

Thus, compared with the complete video, the download744

time and storage requirements for ThuCons are signifi-745

cantly less. For example, the size of the movie 89 (2017)746

is approximately 612 MB, while the size of the ThuCons747

of the corresponding movie is just approximately 14 MB.748

In addition, DR-DSN [8], VASNet [9], AC-SUM-GAN [12],749

and FB-SUM baseline approaches need to store the original750

video along with the extracted frames during the summariza-751

tion process. By comparing number of Thums with number752

of frames in a video, the number of frames is very large.753

Thus, significant local storage is needed for the baseline754

approaches. Therefore, in addition to achiving the compu-755

tational efficiency, the proposed LTC-SUM method is also756

efficient in terms of storage and communication requirements757

for the summarization process.758

From Tables 5-7, it can be concluded that the proposed759

approach is significantly better than the baseline approaches760

in terms of low computational complexity and processing761

time for long-form videos. This superiority exists even when762

the proposed approach is configured on a significantly LCR763

device (Nvidia Jetson TX2). Interestingly, the duration of the764

summaries generated using the proposed approach was much765

smaller than the duration of the summaries generated using766

FB-SUM baseline approach (refer to Table 7). It is intuitive767

to ask what the impact of the significant reduction in compu-768

tational time and the small duration of video summaries has769

on the quality of the summary. In the following section, the770

results of a comprehensive qualitative survey are presented to 771

answer this question. 772

D. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 773

This section presents an evaluation of the quality of the sum- 774

maries generated using the proposed method by comparing 775

it with the summaries generated using the FB-SUM baseline 776

approach. Because this study focused primarily on person- 777

alized summaries, only the FB-SUM baseline approach was 778

evaluated. The evaluation was based on a survey conducted 779

with the help of 56 participants: 44 males and 12 females 780

with an age range of 15–35 years– (i.e., most respondents 781

were young). The participants were from nine different geo- 782

graphical locations and covered a wide range of professions; 783

however, most respondents were researchers and faculty 784

members. 785

The survey was based on 18 movies (refer to Table 3), 786

depending on the genre of the video, and a list of options 787

for event(s) was defined. The participants could choose 788

to generate a personalized summary. The selected options 789

of event(s) from the UCF101 dataset for Western genre 790

videos were (i) horse-riding, horse-racing, (ii) archery, punch, 791

and (iii) horse-riding, horse-racing, archery, and punch. For 792

action genre videos: (i) archery, punch, (ii) tai-chi, nunchuck, 793

and (iii) tai-chi, nunchuck, archery, and punch. The sports 794

genre videos were divided into two categories:– soccer 795

and cricket. The selected options of event(s) for soccer 796

genre videos were (i) soccer-juggling, (ii) soccer-penalty, and 797

(iii) soccer-juggling and soccer-penalty. For cricket genre 798

videos: (i) cricket-bowling, (ii) cricket-shot, and (iii) cricket- 799

bowling and cricket-shot.6 800

6Note that the proposed technique is not limited to the above-mentioned
list of preference options for each video. For simplicity, we adopted the event
from the UCF101 dataset and defined a list of preference options for each
video. Proposing a sophisticated method that can generate a list of preference
options is beyond the scope of this study.
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TABLE 7. Duration of generated video summaries by analyzing images
and requesting video segments in the second experiment for
the FB-SUM and proposed LTC-SUM methods.

Each participant selected one of the movie titles and the801

corresponding option of event(s) from the list. For eachmovie802

title and the preferred option of event(s), two summaries803

were generated using the proposed LTC-SUM and FB-SUM804

baseline techniques. The performance of the generated video805

summaries was evaluated objectively using an exact rating806

scale. The participants were asked to rate the summary,807

which was considered better according to the three evaluation808

criteria: information coverage, visual pleasure, and general809

satisfaction. An anonymous questionnaire was created for the810

generated summaries so that the users could not determine811

which method (i.e., LTC-SUM or FB-SUM) was used. They812

were requested to watch both summaries and answer ques-813

tions by ranking the results on a scale of 1–10 (1 being the814

worst and 10 being the best). Table 8 lists the questions and815

the average ratings given by the participant for each question816

for both approaches.817

Despite the fact that the summary generated using the818

proposed approach was short and required less computation819

time as the entire analysis was based only on Thums, the820

qualitative evaluation suggests that the proposed approach821

was almost the same (better in some aspects) compared with822

the FB-SUM baseline approach. From the results of Q1–Q2,823

we can say that the proposed method does not lose the per-824

sonalized aspects in terms of the preferred events compared825

with the FB-SUM baseline. From Q3–Q4, it can be observed826

that the length of the summary is crucial, as most users prefer827

short summaries, thus leading to significantly higher average828

ratings for the proposed approach. In Q5, we specifically829

asked about the similarities among the summaries of both830

approaches, and the obtained results suggest that participants831

observed significant similarities with an average rating of832

6.89. Based on this qualitative evaluation, it can be con-833

cluded that the proposed approach performs very well and834

receives higher average ratings compared with the FB-SUM835

baseline without losing significant important information836

TABLE 8. Average rating (1∼10) of the FB-SUM baseline and proposed
LTC-SUM approaches.

(e.g., preferred events). Figure 9 depicts the sample frames 837

obtained from the video summary generated using the pro- 838

posed LTC-SUM method. 839

E. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS 840

In the previous sections, we evaluated the overall effective- 841

ness by comparing the proposed LTC-SUM method with 842

the baseline approaches. The proposed framework exhib- 843

ited a better performance by lowering the computational 844

complexity and computation time in the summarization pro- 845

cess. During quantitative experiments, it was observed that 846

there were many redundant images (frames) to determine 847

the segment numbers using the FB-SUM baseline approach. 848

Thus, a significant portion of the computational resources 849

are used to process the redundant frames and determine the 850

segment number from the detected frames. Meanwhile, the 851

proposed LTC-SUM method needs to process fewer images 852

(thumbnails) to determine the segment number, as shown in 853

Table 7. This significantly reduces the computational time, 854

the demand for computational resources, communications, 855

and storage required to generate summaries. In addition, the 856

proposed method can solve the computational and privacy 857

bottlenecks on the resource-constrained end-user devices dur- 858

ing the personalized summarization process. 859

During the qualitative evaluation in Section IV-D, the 860

average ratings of the summaries generated using the pro- 861

posed approach were higher than the FB-SUM baseline. 862

One of the reasons that summaries generated using the 863

proposed approach have higher ratings is that they have 864

a short duration. The summary generated using the pro- 865

posed LTC-SUM and FB-SUM baseline approaches have 866

similar events. Table 8 lists the similarity ratings provided 867

by the participants for the generated summaries. The pro- 868

posed LTC-SUM approach can generate summaries accord- 869

ing to user interests with a highly computationally efficient 870

mechanism. 871

Previously, full long-form videos were segmented into 872

small clips duration in the summarization process [2]. This 873

is because extensive computational resources are required to 874

store temporal information while analyzing complete long- 875

form videos. However, the overall computational complexity 876

is increased by adding more processing steps to generate 877
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FIGURE 9. Illustrations of the frame samples from generated video summaries.

a summary. The overall computation, communication, and878

storage efficiencies are improved significantly by analyz-879

ing thumbnail containers using the proposed method. It can880

extract and generate summaries based on user preferences881

from relevant content (such as events and objects). However,882

it might not be effective for short-form videos that have883

multiple and faster scene transitions. It was observed that884

sometimes some frames in the generated summary are not885

relevant according to the preferred event(s) – which can be886

mitigated by adopting the solution suggested in previous887

research [42].888

Currently, this paper focuses on the full long-form videos889

of three genres – Western, sports, and action. The simplic-890

ity and scalability for implementing different configuration891

devicesmade it easy to adapt the proposed framework to other892

genres of video. In addition, it can support privacy-preserving893

solutions [48] effectively by adapting efficient encryption894

techniques [49]; it can be adapted to three screen TV solu-895

tions [50], [51], [52], [53]. The proposed method can also be896

adopted in ATSC 3.0 and can use over-the-top (OTT) services897

to provide a personalized interactive application.898

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS899

This paper presents a personalized lightweight client-driven900

LTC-SUM keyshot video summarization framework. The901

framework is designed for resource-constrained end-user902

devices to generate personalized summaries using their com-903

putational resources while resolving computational and pri-904

vacy bottlenecks. Instead of using entire video data, which905

are computationally intensive, the lightweight thumbnail906

containers are used in the proposed method to generate sub- 907

sets of the corresponding video. This significantly improves 908

the computational, communication, and storage efficiencies 909

as compared to state-of-the-art summarization approaches. 910

For this purpose, a lightweight 2D CNN model was designed 911

to detect personalized events from thumbnails. Extensive 912

quantitative experiments were conducted on full 18 feature- 913

length videos that demonstrated the superior performance 914

of LTC-SUM compared to several state-of-the-art video 915

summarization approaches using the same computational 916

resources end-user devices. Qualitative results showed that 917

the proposedmethod outperformed the baseline approach and 918

received higher average ratings without losing significantly 919

important information. It is planned to integrate the proposed 920

method with other streaming protocols as future work. 921
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